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Welcome to Advance Design 2018
Advance Design was specifically developed for industry professionals that require a superior solution for the
structural analysis and design of Reinforced Concrete, Steel and Timber structures, according to the latest
versions of Eurocodes (EC0, EC1, EC2, EC3, EC5 and EC8), North American (ACI / AISC) codes and
Canadian codes (A23.3, S16).
GRAITEC has continuously strived to provide first-rate advancements for innovative software solutions to its
valued customers, and the recent launch of its new and upgraded product range for 2018 is no exception,
proving they are still top of their game in terms of providing top-level Construction, AEC and Building Design
software solutions worldwide.

This version 2018 of Advance Design is enhanced with a lot of new functionalities with high benefits for the end user:
 Advance Design 2018 becomes more and more an international FEM system, including a brand new
3D climatic generator according to the US code ASCE 7-10, the update of the Canadian codes
according to the latest NBC2015 and the implementation of the Slovak national appendix for
Eurocodes.
 The new “Design group” concept, linked to the BIM Designers and Revit®, was introduced in order to
support an even more intelligent and productive structural BIM workflow.
 Several improvements dedicated to the steel industry:
− Steel decks
− Local bow imperfections (in addition to the existing global imperfections) with a 2nd order
analysis
− Tapered steel elements
− New clip angles and gusset plate connections
− A brand new “Advance Design Connection”, able to design any kind of 3D connection using a
new method called Component Based Finite Element Model (CBFEM).
Advance Design 2018 is the invaluable tool for all your projects.
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News
Climatic Loads according to ASCE 7-10
Advance Design 2018 is now able to handle the ASCE 7-10 requirements (Minimum Design Loads for Buildings
and Other Structures, ASCE/SEI 7-10) regarding wind and snow loads.

Climatic loads – Snow
The climatic generator from Advance Design 2018 now meets the requirements from ASCE 7-10 regarding
snow load cases.

The new parameters are available in the updated property list of the ASCE 7-10 snow loads family:
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The ground snow load value can be provided manually or according to the selected region (by using the
interactive map or by selection from the list) and elevation (altitude).
After running an automatic snow load generation, snow load cases with the appropriate planar load distributions
are automatically created in Advance Design. Depending on the shape of the roof, different load types are used:
 Flat roof snow load: pf
 Minimum roof snow load: pm
 Rain-on-snow load, pr
 Sloped roof snow load, ps
 Unbalanced snow load, pub
 Snow drifts on lower roof, pd
For the following roof types, corresponding snow load cases are generated in accordance with ASCE 7-10:
Flat roofs / mono-slope roofs



Normal (balanced) snow load case
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Gable roofs




Normal (balanced) snow load case
Snow with wind load cases (unbalanced snow)

Lower roofs / adjacent structures
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Normal (balanced) snow load case
Snow with wind load cases (snow drift)
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Climatic loads - Wind
The climatic generator from Advance Design 2018 now meets the ASCE 7-10 requirements regarding wind
load cases.
In Advance Design 2018, the design wind pressures for the main wind force resisting system (MWFRS) are
based on the results of the envelope procedure for low-rise buildings, in accordance with Chapter 28 from
ASCE 7-10. The envelope procedure for low-rise buildings is applicable for standard buildings with a mean roof
height (h) of less than or equal to 60 feet (18 m) and where mean roof height (h) does not exceed the smallest
horizontal building dimension.
Wind load cases and loads are automatically created according to the settings in the properties window of the
wind case family and the settings in the windwall properties window.
The new parameters are available in the updated property list of the ASCE 7-10 wind loads family:
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After running an automatic wind load generation, wind load cases with the appropriate planar load distributions
on windwalls are automatically created, using external and internal pressure coefficients.
External pressure coefficients (GCpf) are calculated automatically in accordance with ASCE 7-10, Section 26.11:
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Steel decks
Advance Design 2018 introduces a new planar element for modeling floor decks and roofs: Steel deck.
In order to model the behavior of steel deck elements, Advance Design 2018 implements a library of profiled
steel sheets with inclined and rectangular grooves, suitable for roofs, lightweight floor decks and composite floor
decks (with reinforced concrete slabs). The implemented library contains profiles corresponding to the library
available in Advance Design America (Canam profiles).

Steel deck library
All characteristics of the steel deck are available in the properties window and are library specific. The steel
deck profile shear stiffness and shear resistance depend on the steel sheet thickness, shape and connecting
fasteners.
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The analysis reports highlight the shear forces on the edges of the deck and on specific section cuts and
compare them with the elements capacity.

Report generator for Steel deck

Report results for Steel deck

Local bow imperfections and 2nd order calculation
For steel structures analysis, the effect of global imperfections had already been implemented in Advance
Design 2017. Advance Design 2018 goes deeper into Chapter 5.3 – Imperfections from EN 1993-1-1, and
introduces the local imperfections of vertical columns. Furthermore, the effects of the deformed geometry of the
structure are considered by means of Non-linear analysis with large displacements (2nd order analysis).
Now, the user can specify, besides the global imperfection parameters, the direction on which the local bow
imperfections are considered (local y or z).
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These imperfections reflect the extra flexural buckling that could occur on columns. They are added on the
model by introducing a linear load and 2 punctual loads:

After defining the imperfections in element properties, the structure analysis taking imperfections into
consideration is activated from the Steel Design Assumptions. The user can perform analyses for the following:
 Global sway imperfections only;
 Local bow imperfections only;
 Global sway imperfections + Local bow imperfections;
 Global sway imperfections + Non-linear analysis;
 Global sway imperfections + Local bow imperfections + Non-linear analysis.
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When the individual stability of members is checked including Global sway imperfections and Non-linear
analysis, the buckling length may be considered equal to the system length or neglected.

Usually, considering the global imperfections and performing a 2nd analysis allows for considering Column
buckling length = element length.
Considering the global imperfections along with the local bow imperfections and performing a 2nd order analysis
allows for neglecting column buckling lengths.
In accordance with the assumptions made, Advance Design also generates the new corresponding load cases
and combinations (visible in the Pilot):

Global imperfections
Local bow imperfections

Combinations involving the global imperfections and the local bow imperfections:

Global
imperfections
Local bow imperfections
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The combinations involving the global imperfections and the local bow imperfections can be computed with a 2nd
order analysis.

Of course, these combinations involving the global imperfections and the local bow imperfections and computed
with a 2nd order analysis will be used by the EC3 steel design engine.
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The input data and the results can be generated in a report:

EC3 Local bow imperfections forces
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Integration of Advance BIM Designers into Advance Design
Design Groups
Construction engineers often deal with large project sites, where they need to calculate and reinforce hundreds
of structural elements. In these situations, to simplify the process slightly, both from the site engineer and the
material and bar schedules management point of view, elements are built with the same section properties, as
part of a group.
By taking into account the state of efforts for all the group elements, a single reinforcement cage type is
obtained and placed in the formwork. This makes it possible to deal with less reinforcement bar lengths and bar
shapes.
In the design process, this result can be achieved using the “Design Group” concept in the Reinforced Concrete
BIM Designers working on the Autodesk Revit or Advance Design platform.

Goals:






Easy management of columns / foundations and their reinforcement details in groups, which saves
time when updating a project model.
Producing identical 3D rebar cages for all grouped elements (hence, a single drawing sheet, but with a
rebar schedule that takes into account all elements in the group).
Defining the same geometry properties or material for all elements in a group, more precisely, having
the possibility to assign the same parameters for a selection of elements;
Detecting the Theoretical Reinforcement Envelope for a group of elements and generating a real
reinforcement cage.

In Advance Design, the element design grouping is done using the Pilot Systems concept, which covers the
current advantages of systems behavior: element drag and drop, selection of entire group, hide, isolate, etc.

Workflow
The group can be created from the Pilot or from the Objects ribbon:
 Pilot > Create Design Group: automatically creates a design group in the specified system path.
 Objects ribbon > Design Group panel: automatically creates a design group in the root folder
(Structure).

The group is created by adding elements in the design
group system (adding components to the group can be
done by dragging elements from a system to the
design group system or by adding them from an option
in the Design Group properties). The BIM Designers
properties and assumptions are further dictated by a
Master Element.
After the FEM calculation, when opening the group in
BIM Designers, the parameter in the Number of
identical elements field will indicate the number of
elements in the group, the schedule will also take into
account this parameter in calculating the total
reinforcement quantity.
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Generating a drawing sheet:
1.

Material quantities are updated for the total number of identical elements in the group.

2.

The reinforcement bar schedule is also updated.
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Bending Details
A new section was added to the Drawing Settings dialog: Bending Detail. It offers the possibility to customize
the bending detail representation on the drawing, the measurement settings and the annotations.

After making the necessary settings with all the desired information, the drawings are updated accordingly:
 Representation of the bending details for links (Standard, Unfold, Offset);






The measurement methods for partial lengths and for rounding the values are: Outside (measure bar
segments between the exterior faces of the bar), Centerline (measure bar segments between the axis
of the bar) and Polyline (measure segments on the axis of the bar, the straight segments and the
curved lengths);
Bar length and bar segment length rounding;
Parameters to define the mark annotation on bending detail: bars number, mark, diameter, length,
spacing, total length, bar adherence, steel grade.
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Multi-layered soil profile
New to the Reinforced Concrete Footing Designer, the multi-layer functionality allows the user to set up as
many soil layers as desired and to easily manage their properties. The soil profile editor can be opened from the
ribbon: Design > Assumptions > Soil profile.
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The soil type for each layer can be selected from a predefined list of soils (which can be easily extended).
Options were also added to control the way layers are presented in views.

New Joints
Two new connection families have been included in Steel Connection Designer 2018: Clip Angle (used for
connecting a floor beam to another beam, or a column to a beam) and Gusset (for connecting bracing members
using gusset plates).
These connection families are mapped with the corresponding connections from Advance Design, for a
complete Advance Design – Advance BIM Designers workflow.
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Tapered steel elements
As the new version of the Structural Designer provides possibility to define tapered steel elements (beams or
columns, which can have both flange and web variable and up to 5 segments), a new Tapered beam template
was added.

In addition, the template library was enlarged by another new template: Mezzanine.
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Advance Design Connections
Integration of the Advance Design Connections with Advance Design
Advance Design Connections is a unique version of IDEA StatiCa Connection, rebranded and tailor-made for
GRAITEC users around the world.
Advance Design Connection enables engineers to analyze, design and check steel connections/joints of any
topology and loading. It uses a new method called Component Based Finite Element Model (CBFEM), which is
a synergy of the component method and the finite element method.
Advance Design Connection can design all types of welded or bolted connections, base plates, footing and
anchoring. It provides precise checks, results of strength, stiffness and buckling analysis of a steel joint. Bolts,
welds and concrete blocks are checked according to EC/AISC.

Advance Design 2018 comes with a BIM link to Advance Design Connection, which can be found in the BIM
ribbon.

This link allows automatic data transfer from the Advance Design model to Advance Design Connection.
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Improvements & Corrections
National Building Code of Canada
Advance Design 2018 introduces support for the new version of the National Building Code of Canada 2015
(NBC2015), in relation to the range supported by Advance Design (Structural loads).

Snow (NBC 2015)
The most important changes compared to the previous version of the Code (NBC2010) are:
 Updated database with the Climatic design Data for Selected Locations in Canada (Table C-2,
Appendix C).
 Revised equation for Cb (basic snow load factor) in accordance with 4.1.6.2(2)
 Changes in determining the accumulative factor Ca, in accordance with 4.1.6.2(8)
 The specific weight of snow is calculated in accordance with 4.1.6.13

Wind (NBC 2015)
The most important changes compared to the previous version of the Code (NBC2010) are:
 Updated database with the Climatic design Data for Selected Locations in Canada (Table C-2,
Appendix C).
 Equations revised to include a new topographical factor (Ct) and an internal exposure factor (Cei), in
accordance with 4.1.7.3:
− Specified external pressure: p = IwqCeCtCgCp
− Specified internal pressure: pi = IwqCeiCtCgiCpi
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These new parameters are available in the updated property list of the NBC 2015 wind loads family.
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Expanded the choices of internal pressure coefficients (Cpi) with two additional possibilities, in order to
comply with Table 4.1.7.7.

Seismic Data (NBC 2015)
The most important changes compared to the previous version of the Code (NBC2010):
 Updated database with the Seismic Design Data for Selected Locations in Canada (Table C-3,
Appendix C).
 Extended the list of seismic load case family properties with new parameters: Horizontal Peak Ground
Acceleration (PGA), Sa(5.0) and Sa(10.0) (two new horizontal spectral accelerations provided by NBC
2015).




Calculation of the design spectral acceleration values S(T), in accordance with 4.1.8.4.9 from NBC 2015;
F(T) values to be used in the calculation of design spectral acceleration S(T): F(0.2), F(0.5), F(1.0),
F(2.0), F(5.0), F(10.0), in accordance with (4.1.8.4.9) from NBC 2015;
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New types of SFRS (seismic force-resisting systems), ductility-related force modification factors Rd
and overstrength-related force modification factors Ro values added, in accordance with Table 4.1.8.9
from NBC 2015;
Determination of spectrums according to new range of data, in accordance with table 4.1.8.11 from
NBC 2015.

Load combinations (NBC 2015)
The NBC 2015 combination for Snow and Live Loads was revised. In accordance with Table 4.1.3.2.-A, the
coefficient for Companion Loads for both Live (L) and Snow (S) increased from 0.5 to 1.0 when both L and S
are considered together.

Improvements to load combination generator (NBC 2010 & 2015)
During combination generation according to the National Building Code of Canada (NBC) a new window with
additional options is available. The user can select the Importance category (which affects on the Importance
factor through which the coefficients for snow and wind are multiplied) and can decide whether to generate short
time deflection combinations.
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Cooperation with BIM Designers
Selection of the method of load transfer to Steel Connection Designer
A new option under Options - Application, Graitec BIM tab is available, allowing the user to decide how
internal forces are transferred into Steel Connections Designer for a single joint: by using efforts on every load
case or the envelope.

Improvements to calculation speed using multi process approach
The design calculation for many Concrete Reinforced Designers elements is done in parallel sessions, resulting
in considerable acceleration calculation for a greater number of simultaneously dimensioned objects.
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Reports - New table with dynamic masses per node
A new table with the dynamic masses per node per direction is available under Table > Finite Elements
Analysis > Results > Modal analysis > Nodal Masses.

Easy access to basic Zoom and Views commands
On the top-right corner of views, a new set of icons was added to easily and quickly access basic Zoom and
Views commands: Zoom / Zoom window / Zoom all / Translation (panning) / Rotation.
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Other improvements & corrections
ADVANCE Design 2018 offers many minor improvements and corrections, including, among others:
 Updates to steel profile databases for US and Canada, including:
− new table with double angles according to CISC (Canadian Institute of Steel Construction)
− new table with double angles according to AISC (American Institute of Steel Construction)
− changes in the naming of cross section properties
 Support for importing tapered beams through the .smlx file format.
 Improvements to the climatic load generator according to Eurocodes.
 Automatic creation of nodes on linear elements in points where intermediate restraints for the lateral
buckling have been defined.
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New Features from Advance Design 2017 R2 SP1
The development of Advance Design is a continuous task and customers under maintenance frequently receive
updates during the year (between two major releases), through service packs and hotfixes.
This means that Advance Design 2018 includes also changes provided by the service pack (SP1) published for
Advance Design 2017 R2. Below is a list of main new functionalities published in Advance Design 2017 R2 SP1:

The Slovak national appendixes to Eurocode (AD2017 R2 SP1)
The first service pack for ADVANCE Design 2017 R2 offers solutions for the structural analysis and design of
Reinforced Concrete, Steel and Timber structures in accordance with the Slovak National Annex STN EN for
Eurocode norms.
The annex is present as a new entry in the combo for the EN Annex, found in the Localization configuration dialog:

Below is a list of implemented Slovak National Annexes:
 Combinations / EC0 - Slovak National Annex STN EN1990/NA1 and STN EN1990/A1/NA
 Seismic / EC8 - Slovak National Annex STN EN1998-1/NA
 Climatic / EC1 - Slovak National Annex STN EN1991-1-3/NA1 and STN EN1991-1-4/NA
 Reinforced Concrete / EC2 - Slovak National Annex STN EN1992-1-1+A1/NA
 Steelwork / EC3 - Slovak National Annex STN EN1993-1-1/NA
 Timber / EC5 - Slovak National Annex STN EN1995-1-1/NA
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